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horde units gain strength at the beginning of each game. horde units in your hand
or on the field gain +1 strength at the beginning of each turn. horde units in your

hand that are returned to your hand do not gain strength. going first will often leave
you more open to reactive strategies from your opponent. if you have a weaker
board, you are more likely to go first. the horde may attempt to gain strength on

the way to darnassus by gaining strength in darnassus, but this is all but impossible.
your opponent has the option to stall the horde, bring in a dragon, or do whatever
else they want. saurfang had been making preparations to leave for darnassus for
days. he had readied all of his supplies, and had sent scouts into the badlands. the
rest of the horde had been placed on the southern flank, to clear out the outlands
and perhaps even fight their way to the teldrassil forests. the horde had been split

into five detachments, each assigned to a specific area of the map. the eastern
detachment, led by the warlord mezzen, was to clear out the forest and the lands

around mount hyjal, the location of the burning crusade's final boss fight. the
western detachment, led by the warlord turalyon, was to clear out the lands to the

west of darnassus, the silverpine zone, and the lands around zul'gurub. two
detachments were sent to the southeast and southwest of darnassus, respectively

led by the warlords grommash hellscream and krommash hellscream. the fifth
detachment, under the command of the warchief and shaman, khadgar, was to take
out any hostile factions on the way to darnassus, and to scout around darnassus for
spies and alliance forces. the horde held to the strategy of not attacking until they
reached darnassus, as it was a long and dangerous journey. they had been on the

road for months already, and saurfang knew that not all of the horde's soldiers were
fit to fight.
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the horde had reached the western outlands, and their scouts were reporting that the alliance was
no where to be seen. they had crossed the mountains and had reached the lands of stratholme. the

scouts had reported an old ruin in the middle of the plains, a place that the alliance had never before
been. saurfang knew that the alliance was surely within the old ruin, which would be perfect for a

trap. he and khadgar had discussed it in their plan, and saurfang had chosen to send khadgar ahead
to scout the ruins. if the scout reported well, saurfang would follow. if khadgar reported badly,

saurfang would send the whole horde in there. the warchief had never been far from his shaman,
and he knew khadgar would do what he could. the night elves knew what was coming. saurfang had
not sent to the back to deal with it. he had sent to the front. the kaldorei were putting the weight of

their numbers on the night elves, who were outnumbered and out-equipped. the horde would prevail
because the night elves had run out of fight. the decision was made. saurfang ordered his men
forward to the front lines. the night elves fought hard, but in moments, the advance slowed and

became a rout. it was then that the kaldorei warriors unleashed their surprise. the night elves never
knew what had happened until the first wave of the horde was upon them. now the night elves

fought with desperation. their strategy had failed. saurfang ordered his men to flee. he did not wait
to see if they obeyed. he started to head for the rear, to raise the alarm. the orc who had sent them
had a plan. he had brought a kaldorei traitor with him. the traitor was a friend to sylvanas. he would

help her as she helped him. he would betray the horde. 5ec8ef588b
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